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Abstract

Anisotropic environments can drastically alter the spectroscopy and photochemistry of mole-
cules, leading to complex structure-function relationships. We examined this using fluorescent
proteins as easy-to-modify model systems. Starting from a single scaffold, we have developed a
range of 27 photochromic fluorescent proteins that cover a broad range of spectroscopic properties,
including the determination of 43 crystal structures. Correlation and principal component analysis
confirmed the complex relationship between structure and spectroscopy, but also allowed us to
identify consistent trends and to relate these to the spatial organization. We find that changes in
spectroscopic properties can come about through multiple underlying mechanisms, of which po-
larity, hydrogen bonding and presence of water molecules are key modulators. We anticipate that
our findings and rich structure/spectroscopy dataset can open opportunities for the development
and evaluation of new and existing protein engineering methods.

Introduction
Highly structured and anisotropic environments can profoundly alter the (photo-)chemistry of embed-
ded molecules, which is crucial for many essential processes such as enzymatic catalysis.[1] However,
the mechanistic link between environment and properties can be difficult to assess due to the intricate
effects and the challenges in generating well-defined three-dimensional environments. Fluorescent
proteins (FPs) present excellent model systems to examine this link on account of their well-defined
structures and the ease with which they can be engineered. Indeed, a wide variety of fluorescent pro-
teins with very different spectroscopic properties is readily available, which is particularly remarkable
when considering that only a handful of different chromophore structures have been identified.[2] This
variety is not just associated with changes in spectra or brightness, but also with the presence of pho-
tochemical reactions such as light-induced fluorescence activation or photochromism, the reversible
switching between a fluorescent and a non-fluorescent state.[3] Beyond the many applications of fluo-
rescent proteins in conventional imaging, such photochemical transformations form the basis of many
forms of advanced fluorescence microscopy.

The many applications of these proteins have lead to extensive investigations both to generate im-
proved labels and to better understand their properties.[4–12] These studies have revealed a very rich
photochemistry involving multiple spectroscopic states, reflecting their intricate structure-function
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relationship in which mutating just a single residue can lead to profound changes in the spectro-
scopic properties.[13–15] While a fascinating range of insights has been gathered, it remains difficult
to rationally develop variants with properties tailored to particular applications. This reflects not only
the complex modulation of the properties by the anisotropic environment, but also the diversity of
the fluorescent protein family that makes it difficult to apply insights uncovered for one variant to
other labels. This broad variability also limits efforts to apply innovative new methodologies, such as
machine learning, to FP engineering.

Photochromic fluorescent proteins are excellent candidates for investigations on the chromophore-
environment relationship since they display both an intrinsic spectroscopic complexity as well as a
pronounced and reversible phototransformation. It is known that this process involves a chromophore
cis/trans isomerization[16] and (de-)protonation,[4,17,18] and requires an environment capable of both
allowing this isomerization and of stabilizing the resulting states.[14,19–21]

In this contribution we aim to broaden our understanding of this structure-function relationship
by generating a large structural and spectroscopic dataset of photochromic FPs derived from just a
single protein scaffold, rsGreen0.7.[19] We selected 27 mutants that displayed a large variety in spec-
troscopic properties yet differed in only one or two amino acid mutations, aiming to realize a large
diversity without focusing on applicability for a particular use case. We characterized these mutants
with respect to 19 different spectroscopic parameters, and also obtained 43 crystal structures of the
fluorescent and non-fluorescent states. We identified correlations between the different spectroscopic
parameters and/or structural properties and established a structural picture of the spectroscopic vari-
ation. Overall, our results confirm that the spectroscopic properties of fluorescent proteins display
a variety of correlations, making it difficult to a priori predict a mutational outcome. Nevertheless,
we do identify several fundamental relationships that can ease the design process and that provide
insights into the effect of the chromophore environment. We also identify additional insights such as
the importance of hydrogen bonding in photochromism but also that the presence of water molecules
in the hydrogen bonding network is highly important. Our extensive structure-function data not only
leads to the conclusions presented here, but also provides a rich dataset that can be leveraged for
future investigations into this and other classes of systems.

Results and discussion

Generation of a spectroscopically diverse set of mutants
We based our work on the photochromic green fluorescent rsGreen0.7, an EGFP mutant that has
been used in a range of imaging experiments.[19] Using its crystal structures and our experience with
rsGreen-mutagenesis, we identified a number of amino acids in the chromophore pocket (Phe145,
His148, Phe165, Asn205 and Glu222) that were likely to give rise to a variation in spectroscopic
properties, and generated mutants by subjecting these sites to saturation mutagenesis. We also in-
troduced the K206A mutation, which enhances the tendency for protein dimerization,[22] to increase
the likelihood of crystallogenesis. Mutants that clearly differed in spectroscopic properties from rs-
Green0.7 and each other were retained for purification and in vitro assessment, without regards to
usefulness for a particular purpose apart from the presence of a measurable fluorescence.

All purified fluorescent proteins underwent an extensive spectroscopic characterization (Table 1
and Figure S1). Figure 1 highlights a few of these measurements, including absorption and excita-
tion/emission spectra at pH 7.4 (Figure 1A,B), and the evolution of absorption and emission during
photoswitching (Figure 1C,D). The behavior of Dronpa,[23] one of the first photoswitchable proteins
identified, is also shown for comparison.

Exploratory analysis of the spectroscopic data
Correlation analysis can identify those parameters that vary in concert due to similar dependencies.
We therefore calculated Pearson correlation coefficients over our data (Table 2), which allowed us
to identify several correlated parameters that hint to shared underlying mechanisms, while providing
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Figure 1: (A-B) Normalized absorption (A), excitation and emission (B) spectra of rsEGPF and the rsGreen-
variants at pH 7.4. (C) Normalized time evolution of the anionic absorption band during illumination with
488-nm light (cyan bar), 405-nm light (violet bar) and a thermal recovery period (black bar). Dronpa was added
as a reference and is depicted in bold. (D) Zoomed-in region from the second cycle that was used to calculate
the dynamic spectroscopic properties except for Aunrecov and ktherm.
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Table 1: Spectroscopic properties of rsEGFP, rsGreen1, rsGreenF, rsGreen0.7 and rsGreen0.7-mutants.
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rsGreenF 486 489 [485] 511 [511] 391 [390] 22 3 35 [41] 65 [52] 30 [18]
rsGreen1 486 488 [486] 510 [509] 397 [396] 22 2 62 [58] 71 [61] 26 [20]
rsEGFP 489 491 [491] 510 [510] 397 [396] 19 2 58 [46,47] 72 [57] 28 [18]
rsGreen0.7 484 489 [487] 510 [511] 397 [396] 21 5 46 [48] 65 [62] 27 [21]
rsGreen0.7b 489 491 [489] 511 [511] 396 [396] 20 2 55 [44] 70 [53] 26 [20]
rsGreen0.7-F145Q 484 491 512 393 21 7 53 61 21
rsGreen0.7-F145M 479 488 510 396 22 9 50 59 25
rsGreenF-K206A 485 490 509 390 19 5 52 70 27
rsGreen1-K206A 487 487 508 396 21 0 75 72 33
rsGreen0.7-K206A 488 489 510 399 21 1 56 67 29
rsGreen0.7-K206A-N205S 486 487 513 414 26 1 50 59 19
rsGreen0.7-K206A-N205G 493 493 513 410 20 0 52 74 33
rsGreen0.7-K206A-N205C 496 498 514 496 16 2 21 50 NA
rsGreen0.7-K206A-N205L 507 508 516 507 8 1 64 104 NA
rsGreen0.7-K206A-H148V 501 503 516 394 13 2 25 67 38
rsGreen0.7-K206A-H148G 496 498 514 400 16 2 30 64 40
rsGreen0.7-K206A-H148S 490 491 511 399 20 1 29 62 29
rsGreen0.7-K206A-F145H 485 494 511 395 17 9 59 66 24
rsGreen0.7-K206A-F145Q 485 492 513 395 21 7 55 61 23
rsGreen0.7-K206A-F145A 478 487 509 397 22 9 53 58 23
rsGreen0.7-K206A-F145L 487 491 513 393 22 4 19 60 35
rsGreen0.7-K206A-F145S 479 488 509 394 21 9 53 58 22
rsGreen0.7-K206A-F145M 488 492 510 393 18 4 46 59 26
rsGreen0.7-K206A-F165L 483 486 509 393 23 3 55 64 23
rsGreen0.7-K206A-F165W 484 484 506 398 22 0 54 64 27
rsGreen0.7-K206A-E222G 487 487 511 412 24 0 68 71 29
rsGreen0.7-K206A-E222V 496 497 511 403 14 1 56 87 34
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rsGreenF 7.2 [6.7] 2 39 [39] 14 7.3 [8.7] 12.7 [1.8] 1.7 1.6 0.5 40.0
rsGreen1 6.2 [5.9] 0 43 [42] 27 3.7 [4.2] 14.0 [1.4] 1.2 1.0 0.4 8.6
rsEGFP 6.6 [6.7,6.5] 2 42 [42, 36] 24 4.5 [5.5] 14.6 [1.7] 2.0 1.9 0.6 15.8
rsGreen0.7 6.9 [6.7] 16 30 [40] 14 1.3 [2.6] 14.6 [1.2] 10.7 8.2 2.6 16.5
rsGreen0.7b 6.8 [6.7] 6 38 [43] 21 4.1 [5.3] 13.9 [1.6] 1.3 1.2 0.4 18.7
rsGreen0.7-F145Q 6.3 0 32 17 6.7 13.8 0.9 0.7 0.8 8.0
rsGreen0.7-F145M 6.5 2 23 12 12.8 14.0 1.5 1.4 0.8 16.8
rsGreenF-K206A 6.8 0 43 22 6.9 14.5 1.0 1.0 0.4 25.1
rsGreen1-K206A 6.3 0 47 35 3.0 11.6 3.0 2.9 0.5 9.5
rsGreen0.7-K206A 6.9 2 39 22 1.9 12.2 4.8 4.0 1.4 18.4
rsGreen0.7-K206A-N205S 6.6 0 49 25 1.7 17.9 42.4 25.5 17.8 7.7
rsGreen0.7-K206A-N205G 7.1 2 43 22 0.4 10.4 55.3 51.9 3.7 22.7
rsGreen0.7-K206A-N205C 7.7 0 22 5 NA NA NA NA NA NA
rsGreen0.7-K206A-N205L 7.4 0 30 19 NA NA NA NA NA NA
rsGreen0.7-K206A-H148V 7.7 2 33 8 1.1 13.4 32.3 18.1 6.7 36.3
rsGreen0.7-K206A-H148G 7.8 4 40 12 3.9 14.2 11.2 2.6 15.3 39.2
rsGreen0.7-K206A-H148S 7.5 2 51 15 6.1 16.9 4.4 3.9 1.4 30.5
rsGreen0.7-K206A-F145H 6.1 -2 72 42 6.3 13.4 1.0 0.8 1.1 8.1
rsGreen0.7-K206A-F145Q 6.2 0 39 21 6.9 13.8 0.6 0.5 0.5 10.8
rsGreen0.7-K206A-F145A 6.2 0 35 19 13.2 13.2 1.1 1.1 0.5 13.3
rsGreen0.7-K206A-F145L 7.8 2 50 9 3.6 13.4 11.1 9.9 1.5 41.5
rsGreen0.7-K206A-F145S 6.5 2 27 14 13.5 12.0 0.4 0.3 0.7 17.7
rsGreen0.7-K206A-F145M 7.1 0 56 26 3.3 14.0 1.7 1.1 1.2 31.5
rsGreen0.7-K206A-F165L 6.6 2 28 16 4.0 13.3 2.9 2.6 0.8 11.9
rsGreen0.7-K206A-F165W 6.5 2 40 22 5.0 10.3 3.3 3.2 0.4 9.9
rsGreen0.7-K206A-E222G 6.4 0 52 36 0.4 15.5 37.9 35.9 1.4 5.9
rsGreen0.7-K206A-E222V 7.5 2 38 21 0.3 12.5 61.2 59.2 2.4 24.5
Values between squared brackets are literature values [19, 24]. NA: Not Applicable. 𝜆abs: absorption peak of the anionic chromophore. 𝜆ex: excitation peak. 𝜆em: emission peak.
𝜆off

abs: absorption maximum of the off-state chromophore. 𝛿Stokes Stokes shift. 𝜆ex-𝜆abs: difference between 𝜆ex and 𝜆abs. 𝜀overall: Excinction coeficient of the anionic chromophore
at pH 7.4. 𝜀anionic: extinction coefficient of the anionic chromophore at high pH (pH 9 or 10) in which the chromophore is completely in the anionic state. 𝜀off: extinction coefficient
of the off-state chromophore at pH 7.4. pKaapp: apparent pKa. 𝜆abs,pH10-𝜆abs,pH6.5: difference between 𝜆abs at pH 10 and pH 6.5. Qfluo: quantum yield of fluorescence. Molecular
brightness: brightness at pH 7.4 calculated as Qfluo × 𝜀overall. Qoff: quantum yield of off-switching. Qon: quantum yield of on-switching. Ares: residual absorbance of the anionic peak
in the off-state. Ares,∞: residual absorption of the anionic peaks in the off-state in the theoretical case of an infinite illumination. ktherm: rate of thermal recovery from the off-state.
Aunrecov: relative loss in absorbance after a first photoswitching cycle.
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Table 2: Pearson correlation matrix of the spectroscopic properties. Color code from green (r=1) over white (r
= 0) to red (r = -1). Values in bold display statistically significant (𝛼 = 0.05) correlations. The positive switchers
(rsGreen0.7-K206A-N205C and rsGreen0.7-K206A-N205L) were left out of the calculation.
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2. 0.81 1.00 0.76 -0.07 0.37 0.29 0.61 0.61 0.56 0.32 0.29 0.10 -0.25 -0.48 -0.30 -0.04 -0.88 0.03 0.01
3. 0.63 0.76 1.00 0.23 0.45 0.33 0.40 0.52 0.44 0.56 -0.01 0.08 -0.31 -0.56 -0.33 -0.07 -0.36 0.00 0.31
4. 0.24 -0.07 0.23 1.00 0.76 0.72 0.04 0.00 -0.29 0.53 0.27 0.22 0.32 0.23 -0.47 -0.49 0.26 -0.03 0.24
5. 0.57 0.37 0.45 0.76 1.00 0.97 0.36 0.36 0.08 0.44 0.54 0.08 0.05 -0.03 -0.60 -0.48 -0.20 0.01 0.01
6. 0.50 0.29 0.33 0.72 0.97 1.00 0.34 0.31 0.04 0.26 0.63 0.09 0.11 0.07 -0.57 -0.46 -0.18 0.00 -0.09
7. 0.78 0.61 0.40 0.04 0.36 0.34 1.00 0.76 0.68 0.21 0.45 0.07 -0.24 -0.44 -0.46 -0.50 -0.59 0.16 -0.26
8. 0.71 0.61 0.52 0.00 0.36 0.31 0.76 1.00 0.90 0.35 0.15 -0.02 -0.59 -0.81 -0.38 -0.38 -0.50 0.29 0.05
9. 0.52 0.56 0.44 -0.29 0.08 0.04 0.68 0.90 1.00 0.18 -0.03 -0.01 -0.61 -0.84 -0.08 -0.13 -0.48 0.17 -0.03
10. 0.41 0.32 0.56 0.53 0.44 0.26 0.21 0.35 0.18 1.00 -0.13 0.08 -0.15 -0.33 -0.31 -0.26 -0.06 0.06 0.42
11. 0.55 0.29 -0.01 0.27 0.54 0.63 0.45 0.15 -0.03 -0.13 1.00 0.11 0.33 0.36 -0.57 -0.54 -0.43 0.04 -0.25
12. 0.19 0.10 0.08 0.22 0.08 0.09 0.07 -0.02 -0.01 0.08 0.11 1.00 0.69 0.07 -0.32 -0.20 -0.08 -0.41 0.22
13. -0.11 -0.25 -0.31 0.32 0.05 0.11 -0.24 -0.59 -0.61 -0.15 0.33 0.69 1.00 0.76 -0.23 -0.14 0.12 -0.42 0.01
14. -0.36 -0.48 -0.56 0.23 -0.03 0.07 -0.44 -0.81 -0.84 -0.33 0.36 0.07 0.76 1.00 -0.01 -0.02 0.29 -0.23 -0.20
15. -0.70 -0.30 -0.33 -0.47 -0.60 -0.57 -0.46 -0.38 -0.08 -0.31 -0.57 -0.32 -0.23 -0.01 1.00 0.79 0.20 -0.21 -0.06
16. -0.62 -0.04 -0.07 -0.49 -0.48 -0.46 -0.50 -0.38 -0.13 -0.26 -0.54 -0.20 -0.14 -0.02 0.79 1.00 0.02 -0.07 0.02
17. -0.70 -0.88 -0.36 0.26 -0.20 -0.18 -0.59 -0.50 -0.48 -0.06 -0.43 -0.08 0.12 0.29 0.20 0.02 1.00 -0.04 0.21
18. 0.06 0.03 0.00 -0.03 0.01 0.00 0.16 0.29 0.17 0.06 0.04 -0.41 -0.42 -0.23 -0.21 -0.07 -0.04 1.00 0.04
19. 0.00 0.01 0.31 0.24 0.01 -0.09 -0.26 0.05 -0.03 0.42 -0.25 0.22 0.01 -0.20 -0.06 0.02 0.21 0.04 1.00

* Though it is highlighted as significant, the positive correlation between Qon and ktherm is not reliable because of the low spread in Qon and the difficulty in measuring this parameter precisely.

information that can be used to accelerate future FP engineering efforts. Whereas strong correlations
between 𝜆abs, 𝜆ex and 𝜆em or between Qfluo and molecular brightness are expected, we also found
several relationships that were less anticipated. For example, the difference between the maximal ab-
sorption and excitation wavelengths (𝜆ex −𝜆abs) positively correlates with the off-switching quantum
yield Qoff. This wavelength difference is usually seen as an indicator of ground state heterogeneity
within an FP-ensemble, and is consistent with the presence of at least two populations with differ-
ent photoswitching propensity and brightness in the ground state.[25,26] We will discuss particular
insights enabled by these correlations further along in this contribution.

One limitation of this analysis is that it cannot reveal intricate dependencies between multiple
parameters, nor whether our mutants can be separated into different groups depending on their prop-
erties and structures. We were interested in exploring this question using principal component analysis
(PCA). PCA identifies linear combinations of properties (principal components, PCs) such that the
variance of the projection of the protein properties along these PCs is maximized.[27] The obtained
principal components are ranked in terms of the variance of the data that they capture, thereby allow-
ing to draw conclusions about linear relationships between the properties. For example, if projecting
the protein properties onto the first principal component captures all of the variance, then the sam-
ple variability is presumably due to a single mechanism in which the parameters change in the same
coordinated manner.

We applied PCA to the spectroscopic dataset, excluding the two positive switchers (rsGreen0.7-
K206A-N205C and rsGreen0.7-K206A-N205L) because their properties cannot be consistently grou-
ped (Qoff, for example, must be defined differently for positive switchers). We found that 10 principal
components were required to capture 98.2% of the observed variance, suggesting that the FP variabil-
ity does not arise through just a single or a few different mechanisms. The results were subjected to a
visual analysis detailed in Supporting Discussion 1.1. To connect the spectroscopic parameters to the
structural modifications, we augmented this analysis by labeling each mutant according to where the
corresponding mutations are situated with respect to the chromophore. We divided the chromophore
environment into three different zones, consisting of zone 1 (amino acid 205 and 222), zone 2 (amino
acid 145) and zone 3 (amino acid 148 and 165) (Figure 2, Table S1).

Ultimately, our methodology allowed us to construct Table 3. This table shows how mutants
belonging to a chromophore zone differ from a theoretical FP that has properties equal to the averages
of the properties of our mutants, and suggests the parameters that will be modified by introducing a
mutation at that particular position. For example, introducing a mutation in zone 1 is likely to result
in a change in 𝜆ex −𝜆abs and Qoff. This table also presents a modest guide for further engineering: for
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Figure 2: Classification of the FPs according to the position of their mutated amino acid in relation to rsGreen0.7
or rsGreen0.7-K206A.

Table 3: Principal component analysis on spectroscopic properties indicating the effect of mutation compared
to the average.

Zone1 Zone 2 Zone3
E222X and N205X F145X H148X and F165X

𝜆ex − 𝜆abs ↓ 𝜆ex − 𝜆abs ↑ * No consistent changes
identified𝜆abs,off ↑ 𝜆abs ↓ *

Ares ↑ 𝜀overall ∼↑
Ares,∞ ↑ pkaapp ↓ *
Qoff ↓ ktherm ↓

𝜆abs,off ↓
Qoff ↑ *

↑: higher than average, ↓: lower than average, ∼: equal to average, *: excep-
tions present.

example, a faster switcher can be created by mutating in zone 2, though this is likely to also introduce
additional spectroscopic heterogeneity as expressed by the 𝜆ex −𝜆abs parameter. However, it includes
only a subset of all spectroscopic properties, and no properties at all for zone 3 mutants, reflecting
the difficulty in extracting clear conclusions from the overall complexity associated with FPs.

Inclusion of structural information
We then solved the structures of our mutants in both the on- and off-state using X-ray crystallogra-
phy, retaining only those samples that diffracted to a resolution of 2.5 Å or better (43 structures in
total, including also the structures of rsGreen0.7 published previously;[19] Table S2, Supplementary
discussion 1.2).

The characterized proteins manifested as 11-stranded β-barrels with a central helix bearing the
chromophore (Figure S2). The conformations of the chromophores are highly similar, except for the
three mutants at position His148, where the hydroxybenzylidene ring is almost coplanar with the
imidazolinone in the off-state (Figure S3). Where it is present, His148 takes up the space created dur-
ing the cis-to-trans isomerization of the chromophore and causes it to adopt a twisted conformation,
indicating an impact on the photo-isomerization efficiency.

In order to quantify the structural information, we calculated a total of 95 different structural
descriptors for each structure, detailed in the Materials and Methods section and Table S3. These
properties can be divided into five groups, relating to (i) properties of the chromophore itself, (ii)
distances between the chromophore and nearby atoms, (iii) distances between different amino acids
surrounding the chromophore, (iv) angles between the planes of nearby aromatic amino acids and the
chromophore hydroxybenzylidene ring, and (v) general descriptors of the chromophore environment.
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We redid the correlation analysis and PCA using the spectroscopic and structural descriptors
associated with the on-state crystal structures. We found that 13 PCs were required to obtain 90.67%
explained variance (Figure S4 and S5, Table S4, S5 and S6). We were similarly able to identify
specific changes associated with mutations at a particular zone of the chromophore, analogous to the
information shown in Table 3. This is shown in Supporting Table S7 rather than in the main text due
to the large size of this table.

Performing the same analysis on the off-states was complicated by the lower number of off-state
structures available. Furthermore, we were forced to exclude the H148 mutants from consideration
due to their different off-state chromophore conformation. The remaining off-state structures mainly
belong to zone 2 (Table S1), rendering the previously used zone classification unusable for the off-
state analysis. Instead we classified the FPs according to their off-switching quantum yield (Qoff)
resulting in ‘fast’, ‘medium’ and ‘slow’ switchers (Table S1; Figure S6, Table S8 and S9). This lead
to the insights summarized in Supporting Table S10.

Combined spectroscopic-structural analysis provides insights into FP function-
ing
Our dataset and analysis provide several insights into the influence of the chromophore environment
on FP functioning.

Hydrogen bonding to water molecules is a key determinant of the photochromism efficiency

Our analysis reveals that fast switchers show more hydrogen bonds with the chromophore (Table S7),
most of which involve water molecules (Figure 3A and B). These water molecules are present when
the residues next to the hydroxybenzylidene moiety have smaller and more polar side chains. In par-
ticular, the presence of F145 leads to slow off-switching that is accelerated by its substitution with
smaller amino acids. The opening in the 𝛽-barrel next to F145 and the hydroxybenzylidene oxygen
allows water molecules to be in relatively fast exchange with surrounding water, as compared to other
water molecules in the chromophore pocket.[28,29] Water mobility has indeed been linked to protein
dynamics and interactions and enzymatic kinetics for a wide range of proteins.[30–32] The dynamic
nature of the water molecules thus presumably accelerates the cis/trans isomerization by being suffi-
ciently mobile to stabilize a broad range of different conformations involving the chromophore and/or
the surrounding amino acids. The increased dynamics around the hydroxybenzylidene oxygen are
confirmed by the higher crystallographic B-factors for the hydrogen bond interaction partners in the
fast switchers as compared to the slow switchers. Recently, we also annotated a reduced chromophore
anchoring as the cause for isomerisation in photoconvertible FPs.[21]

Intriguingly, a previous computational study[26] reported that photo-isomerization is precluded
in the presence of multiple hydrogen bonds with the chromophore hydroxybenzilidene oxygen, since
such bonding interferes with the charge transfer required for photo-isomerization. Our observations
suggest that this restriction may be less absolute, at least for this FP scaffold, though it does align
with the notion that highly mobile water molecules favor photochromism by facilitating the transient
breaking of hydrogen bonds to the chromophore.

This observation also offers an explanation for the high 𝜆ex −𝜆abs values observed for fast switch-
ers, since the dynamic water molecules may accommodate a variety of ground state conformations
with varying fluorescence brightnesses. The fast switchers also show a larger tilt angle and rotation
of the chromophore around the imidazolinone nitrogen atom. This probably also is a consequence of
the established hydrogen bonds (Figure 3C), since these bonds are largely oriented in a direction that
favors this chromophore geometry.[33]

We also observe that the F145M mutant is a fast switcher, which is surprising because methionine
is large and rather apolar. However, a detailed inspection of the crystal structure reveals that M145
is present in two conformations, one of which points away from the chromophore and makes room
for the inclusion of water molecules (Figure 3B,C and Supplementary Discussion 1.3), and which
is presumably responsible for the faster switching. Intriguingly, the F145M/K206A double mutant
displays considerably slower switching compared to the F145M mutant. Residue 145 is located close
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Figure 3: (A and B) Hydrogen bonds made by the on-state chromophore of the FPs belonging to the slow (A)
and the fast switchers (B) (list of mutants provided in Table S1), indicating the correlations between the number
of hydrogen bonds made by the hydroxybenzylidene oxygen and Qoff (r = 0.58, p < 0.01) and 𝜆ex − 𝜆abs (r
= 0.72, p < 0.001). Hydrogen bonds are depicted by dashes (criterium: length ≤ 3.2 Å). If due to alternative
conformations multiple hydrogen bond possibilities exist, then only the shortest interaction is shown. If the
chromophore has alternative conformations, then only the hydrogen bonds made by a single conformation are
drawn. (C and D) Structural superposition of the fast switchers with slow switchers in the on-state (C; cyan and
orange, respectively) and off-state (D; cyan and grey, respectively). Arrows point to the main structural shifts.

to residue 206, suggesting that the K206A mutation interferes with the outward conformation of
M145.

However, the simple presence of water molecules near the chromophore is not sufficient to con-
fer fast switching: the FPs mutated at the zone 1 region switch more slowly than the other FPs. The
N205G and E222G/V mutations both lead to the introduction of water molecules next to the chro-
mophore imidazolinone, although these changes lead to even slower switching. This shows that the
positioning of the water molecules is important, and that it is the water molecules situated around
the hydroxybenzilidene oxygen of the chromophore that are responsible for enhancing the switching
quantum yield.

Steric hindrance has also been considered to be a key determinant for photochromism.[14,34,35] We
attempted to capture this effect by quantifying the chromophore pocket volume. We find that the on-
state volume does not correlate with the off-switching quantum yield, indicating that steric hindrance
may be less important, or that it may not be captured well by this descriptor. However, this conclusion
needs to be mitigated somewhat when considering that the pocket volume descriptor is sensitive to
the overall chromophore environment, including also positions 205 and 222, which should not cause
steric hindrance during isomerisation. On the other hand, we do find a strong correlation between
the off-switching quantum yield and the chromophore volume in the off-state. In the off-state, the
positions of the mutated residues show much less variability (Figure 3D), and therefore the changes
in the chromophore pocket volume are dominated by the variability at positions 145, 148, and 150,
indicating that steric hindrance by these residues may play a role. While it was difficult to observe a
clear effect of steric hindrance through analysis of the pocket volume, the steric hindrance at these
residues does appear to be implicated in the off-switching quantum yield.

Overall, the off-switching efficiency appears to be largely determined by the hydrogen bonding
to the hydroxybenzylidene oxygen, in line with previous work that highlighted the importance of
electrostatic effects,[36] and whether these hydrogen bonds arise from dynamic bonding partners. We
suggest that the reduced steric hindrance previously suggested as cause for altered photochromism
originates from the increased probability for favorable water interactions and resulting stabilization
of multiple chromophore conformations.
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The interplay of multiple structural parameters determines the absorption maximum

Our spectroscopic data shows pronounced differences in the peak absorption wavelength 𝜆abs. The
H148 mutants (forming zone 3 together with the F165 mutants) and some zone 1 mutants have a
red-shifted absorption peak compared to the other FPs (Table 1, Figure S1). The PCA cannot clearly
isolate these red-shifted FPs from other FPs (Figure S7), while the correlation analysis identifies only
a few significant, but weak, correlations between 𝜆abs and the structural descriptors (Table S6). This
indicates that the absorption wavelength is determined by multiple structural aspects that are difficult
to untangle. However, our analysis does allow us to identify a number of prominent contributors.

The correlation analysis reveals that the red shift correlates with a reduction in the number of
hydrogen bonds that are made to the hydroxybenzylidene oxygen atom (Figure S8A). This also ex-
plains why fast switchers display a blue-shift in their absorption maximum, as indicated by the strong
anticorrelation between 𝜆abs and Qoff (Table 2). Several studies, many involving QM/MM, have re-
vealed that (de-)stabilization of the chromophore charge distribution, both in the ground and excited
state, determines the absorption maximum.[37–41] The excited state of the FP chromophore displays
charge transfer away from the hydroxybenzylidene moiety.[36,42–44] Increased hydrogen bonding to
the hydroxybenzylidene oxygen stabilizes the ground state and destabilizes the excited state, resulting
in a blue-shift.

The blue-shifted absorption of rsGreen0.7-K206A-F165W seems to be contradictory because of
the low number of hydrogen bonds. The W165 indole can also engage in electron-donating π-π in-
teractions with the hydroxybenzylidene ring (Figure S8B), which are assumed to stabilize the excited
state charge transfer and lead to a red-shift.[36,41,45–47] Instead, the observed blue-shift likely arises
because the stacking perturbs the conjugation of the chromophore (tilt, twist and methylene bridge
bond angles of -156°, -21° and 129° as compared to the average of -164°, -9° and 127°, respectively;
see Figure S9 for angle definitions). This indicates that geometrical constraints on the chromophore
can cancel the effects of hydrogen bonding and other chromophore interactions.[39,46]

The variation within the F145 mutants (zone 2 mutants) is only marginally captured by these
two parameters. Whereas direct interactions, such as hydrogen bonding, with the chromophore can
be expected to have the highest influence on the absorption maximum, indirect interactions can also
play a role, such as a blue-shifting through the presence of polar residues.[41,47] However, the net
effect of these polar residues appears to be minor: proteins with Y145 (rsEGFP and rsGreen07.b) are
actually red-shifted compared to their non-polar residue-containing counterparts (rsGreen0.7 and
rsGreenF) while the introduction of H/Q145 does not introduce the blue-shift that might be expected
from these polar residues. Other effects may also be too small to be captured in the X-ray structures,
such as a possible dependence of 𝜆abs on bond-length variations..[37,48]

Taken together, our results show that 𝜆abs depends on multiple structural aspects and is difficult
to explain using simple considerations, though hydrogen bonding and chromophore planarity play a
key role.

Hydrogen bonding networks and steric hindrance appear as main contributors to thermal re-
covery

Three FPs, two of them belonging to the H148 mutants, show rates of thermal recovery (ktherm) that
are much higher than those observed for other mutants (Table 1, Figure S1). The H148 mutants have
an altered chromophore off-state conformation, making direct comparison difficult. However, ktherm
shows considerable variation among the three H148 mutants, suggesting that the comparison of these
three FPs can hint to key structural contributions to ktherm.

The fastest recovery (15.3×10−4 s−1 M−1) is observed for the H148G mutant. This mutation
leads to a chromophore pocket that is directly open to the surrounding bulk solvent, characterized by
fewer structured water molecules and heteroatoms close to the hydroxybenzylidene. Unfortunately, no
crystal structure of its off-state could be determined, though the unconstrained on-state chromophore
pocket suggests a very low steric hindrance[49] and the absence of large conformational changes dur-
ing spontaneous chromophore trans-to-cis isomerization. In contrast, the H148S mutant shows a
slow thermal recovery (1.4×10−4 s−1 M−1). We find that S148 forms part of an extended hydrogen
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Figure 4: Superposition of the on-state (A) and off-state (B) chromophore and environment of rsGreen0.7-
K206A-H148S (orange, dark red), rsGreen0.7-K206A-H148V (green, dark green) and rsGreen0.7-K206A-
H148G (cyan), showing the interaction network around the chromophore. Interactions (hydrogen bonds or elec-
trostatic) are depicted by dashes (criterium: length ≤ 3.2 Å). (C and D) Comparison of the on-and off-state
interactions made by rsGreen0.7-K206A-H148V and rsGreen0.7-K206A-H148S.

bond network both in the on- and off-state (Figure 4), which has to be broken and rebuilt during
trans-to-cis isomerization, requiring multiple conformational changes and thus bringing down the
thermal recovery rate. Finally, the H148V mutant shows an intermediate thermal recovery (6.7×10−4

s−1 M−1). Valine is slightly larger than serine but apolar and does not support hydrogen bonding,
suggesting that its main effect is the result of steric hindrance. We therefore conclude that thermal
recovery is affected by both steric hindrance and the hydrogen-bonding interaction network around
the chromophore.

Correlation analysis reveals different responses to the polarity of the chromophore environment

An intriguing finding from our data is the presence of the large green and red ‘blocks’ in the cor-
relation table (Table 2, green: spectroscopic parameter 1-11; red: spectroscopic parameter 13-17).
This suggests that the spectroscopic parameters divide into two groups that show opposite responses
to mutations, though some of the correlations are comparatively weak. We propose that these two
groups arise on account of their opposite sensitivity to the introduction of (a-)polar groups in the
chromophore environment. Such polar groups can exert influence by engaging in direct hydrogen
bonding and/or by creating a generally more polar environment which is less dependent on the actual
orientation. The correlation of a particular spectroscopic parameter with the number of hydrogen
bonds to the chromophore can offer insight into the origin of a particular change. For example, blue
shifting of the absorption maximum appears to be mainly determined by the establishment of hydro-
gen bonds, while the pKa seems to be rather influenced by a global polar environment (correlation
between 𝜆abs, pKa and number of H-bonds made by hydroxybenzylidene oxygen -0.44 and -0.29,
being significant and non-significant (α = 0.05), respectively).

The spectroscopic responses are further modulated by the positioning of these polar/apolar groups
relative to the chromophore. This explains why there may be no significant correlation between indi-
vidual parameters, even though they are part of the same ‘block’ in the correlation table. Indeed, the
Stokes shift appears to be less susceptible to mutating residues 145 and 165, but is highly affected by
mutations on position 205 and 222 which are closer to the imidazolinone ring compared to the other
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mutations done in this study. The impact of these mutation sites is reversed for Qoff, which is why no
correlation is observed between the Stokes shift and Qoff even though both take part in the red block
in the correlation table.

Our structural analysis supervises only the chromophore pocket, while mutations can have effects
on much longer distances. For example, the altered properties of rsGreen1 compared to rsGreen0.7
must arise from structural differences further away from the chromophore, since they have the same
amino acid composition in the chromophore pocket. This was also observed during the PCA in which
rsEGFP was classified as a zone 2 FP based on its mutation in the chromophore pocket, but mostly
behaved as an outlier. Finally, the spectroscopic properties can be affected by dynamic or electronic
effects that are not observable in the crystal structure.

Conclusion
We have generated a collection of 27 photochromic fluorescent proteins that show a broad spectro-
scopic diversity, yet differ in only one or two mutations. We characterized their spectroscopic proper-
ties using 19 different parameters and also obtained 43 crystal structures. Our work distinguishes itself
from previous efforts in that we aimed to recruit a broad diversity of systems, without emphasizing
fitness for a particular purpose, while restricting the number of mutations present.

Our study reinforces the notion that comparatively small biochemical changes in the molecu-
lar environment can trigger large changes in the spectroscopic properties of a fluorescent protein
chromophore. Our correlation analysis was able to identify multiple correlations across our dataset,
which can accelerate FP engineering by identifying parameters that are likely to be linked. A more
detailed approach using principal component analysis allowed us to link these changes to mutations
at particular positions. However, accounting for the dataset variability requires the inclusion of a large
number of principal components, showing that the observed diversity cannot be considered to arise
from a limited number of underlying mechanisms. These findings emphasize the high sensitivity of
the chromophore to its anisotropic environment. Nevertheless, we were able to infer parameters that
are likely to be changed by mutating at a particular position relative to the chromophore.

The inclusion of structural data allowed us to identify a number of parameters that are (some
of) the main levers by which FP properties are determined. We find that hydrogen bonding to the
hydroxybenzilidene oxygen by water molecules is a key determinant of the photochromism efficiency.
Thermal recovery, in contrast, is controlled by restrictions to conformational changes due to hydrogen
bonding but also contains clear contributions from steric hindrance. Other effects, such as shifts in the
absorption wavelength, are less easy to untangle and appear to arise from multiple mechanisms. Our
correlation analysis also suggests that the polarity of the chromophore pocket is a key determinant
for many of the spectroscopic properties, though their response depends on whether they are mainly
affected by hydrogen bonding or by the overall polarity of the pocket.

In addition to the insights developed here, our work presents a high-quality and consistent dataset
of closely related systems including both spectroscopic and structural information, all of which is
freely available via this publication and the Protein Data Bank. We anticipate that our dataset can
open opportunities for the development and evaluation of new and existing protein engineering and
theoretical methods, including computational modelling and machine learning.
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